Missing data approaches have recently been applied to speech recognition tasks to increase noise robustness. The drawback of missing data techniques is the vulnerability of the recognizer to errors in the reliability mask. This work proposes a novel group selection algorithm to perform top-down re¯nement of initial bottom-up reliability mask estimates with the goal of removing these errors. A novel probabilistic decision process based on normalized likelihood distances is proposed and used to evaluate the quality of a reliability mask without any a priori noise knowledge. Experimental results on a speaker identi¯cation task illustrate the ability of the combined bottom-up top-down system to signi¯cantly outperform traditional bottom-up only missing data techniques for various types of mask corruption.
Introduction
In speech recognition there have been sophisticated advances on the standard stateof-the-art features and models dealing with various forms of robustness issues, from system improvements when dealing with non-neutral speech 30 to e±cient measures of con¯dence of the decoding process. 35 In this paper we adopt a similar sophisticated approach to robust speaker recognition in the presence of noise. We propose a novel machine learning solution to improve the identi¯cation rate through use of the missing data paradigm. Although presented in the context of speaker identi¯cation the proposed machine learning solution is general enough to be adopted in any application requiring reliable mask estimates with minimal prior knowledge.
Missing data approaches 9, 11, 34, 36 have been shown to be e®ective in compensating against arbitrary disturbances within a speech signal and are thus naturally suited to dealing with the problem of environmental distortion. Conceptually, these techniques are based on the quanti¯cation of the noise in each individual time-frequency (TF) region of the input speech signal. At a given TF point a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) indicates noise dominance and hence an`unreliable' component, while a high SNR indicates speech dominance and hence a`reliable' component. The assignment of reliability decisions to all TF points within the speech signal allows the construction of a TF reliability mask which enables missing data compensation to be performed either through the reconstruction of the unreliable spectral components, 33 or through the modi¯cation of the recognizer to utilize marginal probabilities based on the reliable components. 11 Regardless of the speci¯c recognition paradigm used, it is clear that the robustness provided by missing data compensation is critically dependent on the accuracy with which the reliability decisions are made. If a priori noise knowledge is available reliability labels can be assigned with perfect accuracy based on the true SNR at each TF point. The resulting oracle masks allow missing data methods to provide high robustness even in conditions of extreme noise corruption. 10 However, a priori noise knowledge is not always available, and in practice other techniques are required to estimate the oracle mask. The use of noise estimation techniques such as spectral subtraction 6 to¯nd the local SNR at each TF point provides an intuitive approach to estimating the oracle reliability mask. Using an appropriate SNR threshold for the reliability decision, spectral subtraction-based missing data has demonstrated signi¯cant performance improvements for speech and speaker recognition in stationary disturbances. 14, 22, 44 The drawback of spectral subtraction estimation is its lack of robustness to nonstationary noises.
Previous research has also utilized computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) to perform missing data mask estimation. Based on the desire to identify, separate and process sounds from individual sources, these approaches can be applied to segregate regions of the TF domain that are target speaker dominated from regions which are dominated by some other source (such as background noise, interfering speakers, etc.). 4, 8, 17 Speci¯cally pitch-based monaural voiced speech segregation 18 has been successfully used to perform missing data mask estimation in robust speaker identication. 39 Voicing information has also been used in combination with traditional reliability decisions to enhance speaker identi¯cation robustness. 19 Based on a spectral shape algorithm to identify regions of voiced speech 20 a voicing reliability mask can be constructed, and its combination with a traditional local SNR-based reliability mask provides improvements over the use of the SNR mask alone.
In addition to bottom-up methods which utilize the deterministic properties of the signal, band speci¯c model training has also been used to perform TF reliability mask estimation. Under a statistical Bayesian approach TF points are tagged as reliable or unreliable according to the distributions of a set of feature parameters extracted from the speech observations. Such estimation has been successfully implemented for Gaussian mixture classi¯cation using spectral energy with derivatives, 32 and combined energy and statistical features representing speech characteristics. 38 This latter work is extended by incorporating spectral variation across time and frequency to improve upon the simple white noise training initially proposed. 23 Alternatively hard, binary masks can be replaced by soft masks utilizing likelihood or fuzzy decisions from probabilistic or cluster modeling of the feature space. 5, 41 Recent research has also proposed the use of relevance vector machine (RVM) classi¯cation to construct the reliability mask through the direct modeling of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) coe±cients. 45 The results suggest improved performance compared to CASA pitch-based estimation, but at a greatly increased computational cost.
The weakness of the traditional approaches to missing data mask estimation is that the produced masks often contain errors: the inclusion of truly unreliable points and the deletion of truly reliable points. Since the missing data recognizer has no protection against these errors, recognition rates obtained from estimated masks are typically far below those obtained using ideal reliability masking. To solve this problem recent research has attempted to increase the accuracy of the reliability decisions by combining bottom-up estimation with top-down methods which utilize the trained models. For speech recognition examples include multi-source decoding which performs a simultaneous search in the fragment-labeling space and the word string space to¯nd the most likely overall solution, 2,3 the two-stage speech separation hypothesis testing approach which integrates mask estimation with the recognition process, 40 using non-negative matrix factorization to discover phone-sized time-frequency patches from which missing data masks are estimated, 42 and the idea of Bayesian mask estimation based on statistical models of the reliable and unreliable features. 13 One of the advantages of the application of missing data recognition techniques to speech recognition is that sophisticated mask estimation techniques exploiting phonetic/linguistic speci¯c TF structure can be utilized.
Top-down processing is utilized for speaker recognition in the universal compensation technique 28 which combines multi-condition training and missing data theory to compensate against arbitrary corruption types. Using probabilistic union modeling 27 a search is performed over the feature space of each multi-condition model to¯nd components matched to the input spectrum allowing the formation of model speci¯c feature subsets which maximize recognition performance. The disadvantage of this approach is the required exhaustive search over the feature space of each of the model spectra, since this may be computationally intensive for high feature dimensions. Unlike speech recognition applications, speaker recognition cannot directly utilize source speci¯c language knowledge without access to a speech decoder (e.g. HMM system).
In this paper we propose the use of top-down processing to re¯ne initial bottomup missing data mask estimates applied to the task of robust speaker identi¯cation. Given a binary estimated reliability mask, the goal of the top-down stage is to remove mask errors and reproduce the oracle mask. The use of the oracle mask as the objective for the top-down processing allows the proposed system to perform recognition e±ciently by avoiding the calculation of model speci¯c feature subsets, while still providing high robustness. In a continuation of previous work 31 the normalized segment likelihood distance (NSLD) criterion is utilized within the topdown re¯nement process to evaluate the quality of candidate TF reliability masks. This criterion is based on the model likelihood distributions produced by accumulated marginal densities, and can discriminate between oracle and inaccurately estimated TF masks without a priori noise knowledge. A novel group selection algorithm is proposed to perform the mask re¯nement. Using sparsity and frequency reliability criteria, re¯nement proceeds iteratively via the weighted selection of a group of TF points which are potential inclusion errors, and the subsequent removal of this group from the mask. The normalized likelihood distance is used to calculate the quality of the resulting mask, and through the use of probabilistic replacement decisions this ensures that re¯nement proceeds towards the oracle mask when initialized with an inaccurate estimate. An experimental evaluation of the proposed system was performed on the TIMIT database for varying strengths of additive noise distortion. The results demonstrated an improvement when using the combined bottom-up estimation top-down enhancement system compared to both standard bottom-up only missing data, and a system which uses simple median ltering-based mask post-processing. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of GMM speaker identi¯cation with missing data marginalization. The normalized likelihood distance criterion is reviewed in Sec. 3, followed by Sec. 4 which presents the iterative group selection algorithm and the combined bottom-up topdown identi¯cation system. An experimental evaluation of the proposed system is presented in Sec. 5. Conclusions and avenues of future work are presented in Sec. 6.
Speaker Identi¯cation with Missing Data

Gaussian mixture model classi¯cation
In Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) speaker identi¯cation each speaker is represented as a weighted sum of M Gaussian densities. 37 Given a speaker represented by model , and a D-dimensional spectral observation vector x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . .; x D Þ 0 the observation likelihood is
where c i is the weight of the ith mixture and N is a 
. . . ; Dg and this allows a corresponding separation of the model parameters:
The marginal probability density pðx r j Þ is obtained by integrating over the distribution of the unreliable components:
where ¹ u j r i 2 R D u and AE u j r i 2 R D u ÂD u are the conditional mean and conditional covariance respectively. 29 In bounded marginalization recognition the lower and upper integration bounds are set to 0 and the observed component value respectively such that ½x L ; x H ¼ ½0; x u , and marginal density thus becomes
For a group of S speakers with corresponding GMMs s , s 2 S ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Sg the identi¯cation decision for an observation x is found by maximizing the posterior probability over all models:
For marginalization the observation likelihood pðx j s Þ must be replaced by the marginal density de¯ned in (5) . Ignoring the constant normalization probability pðxÞ and assuming equiprobable speakers, the decision for an utterance X ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x T Þ is obtained by maximizing the log-likelihoods over all observations:
log pðx t r j s Þ: ð8Þ
Likelihood-Based Mask Quality Criterion
The ability to successfully re¯ne a TF mask is dependent on the availability of a measure which can discriminate between the oracle mask and inaccurately estimated or erroneous masks. Recently the normalized likelihood distance has been proposed as a criterion which is able to make such a distinction without a priori noise knowledge. 31 This section provides a review of the normalized segment likelihood distance criterion, which relates the accuracy of the reliability mask segment to its likelihood score con¯dence over all speaker models.
Mask likelihood de¯nitions
In the following a parameterized speech utterance of length T frames is represented by a sequence of observation segments, each of size K frames. Consider an observation segment X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x K g, with a corresponding reliability mask segment M ¼ fm 1 ; m 2 ; . . . ; m K g such that Mðt; fÞ ¼ m tf is the reliability decision for x tf , component x f in observation x t . The likelihood score of the segment X on a given model is computed as the sum of the marginal likelihoods over all observations:
where pðx k r j Þ is de¯ned as in (5), and the reliability partitioning is determined by m k . The distribution of segment likelihoods for all speaker models is de¯ned as
For a diverse speaker population we de¯ne two distinct speaker sets based on the mask speci¯c likelihood distribution DðX j MÞ: the speaker s max scoring with the maximal distribution likelihood value
and the set of competitor speaker models de¯ned as the subset of N speakers with the highest accumulated likelihood scores, excluding s max . The distribution of competitor segment likelihoods is given by
and QðÁÞ is the sum of the segment likelihoods from all models whose speakers are included in the set:
By applying the arithmetic mean operator E½Á to the competitor likelihood distribution D comp ðX j MÞ, a single likelihood value E½D comp ðX j MÞ is produced to represent the competitor model set.
Oracle mask properties
Consider the oracle mask segment where reliability decisions are assigned utilizing a priori noise knowledge. Since reconstruction of the oracle mask is the goal of the mask re¯nement process, it is assumed that the oracle segments produce a likelihood distribution where the maximal likelihood value L max is produced by the speaker model to which the observation segment truly belongs. The set of competitor models producing likelihoods in D comp therefore correspond to the highest scoring imposter speakers.
In the case of the oracle mask the reliable component contribution of each observation x r contains only truly reliable points, and as a result the true model likelihood score is typically large. Imposter models will receive signi¯cantly lower accumulated likelihood scores due to mismatch between their trained distributions and the observed reliable components, and also due to low likelihoods from the integral contribution (in the case where the distribution means exceed the observed unreliable component values). This conceptual analysis suggests that the accumulation of bounded marginal likelihoods produced by the oracle mask will strongly favor the true model over imposter (competitor) models.
Normalized likelihood distance error detection
Consider a binary estimated reliability mask which contains inclusion and deletion error corruption. Compared to the oracle mask, estimated masks with either type of error experience a decrease in the likelihood score of the true model, and an increase in the likelihood score obtained by one or more imposter models. We de¯ne inclusion errors when m tf ¼ 1, but x tf is in fact unreliable or noisy (noisy speech TF points are incorrectly included) and deletion errors when m tf ¼ 0, but x tf is in fact reliable or noise-free (clean speech TF points are incorrectly excluded).
For inclusion errors (see Fig. 1(a) ) the true model likelihood is decreased due to the mismatch between the trained distributions and the observed values of the inclusion error components, while imposters may bene¯t from a decrease in the likelihood penalty (since some truly noisy components no longer contribute to the multi-variate integral). For deletion errors (see Fig. 1(b) ) there is a decrease in the true model likelihood, since observed components appear in the integral contribution increasing the counter-evidence. For imposter models with low distribution means, the deleted components receive an increase in their accumulated likelihood score due to the removal of the reliable component mismatch at the cost of a negligible marginalization penalty.
Based on this analysis, a likelihood con¯dence hypothesis is developed to relate the distribution of accumulated likelihood scores which are produced by an estimated Likelihood score produced by the bounded integral, prioritizes true model over imposters:
Likelihood score obtained from the trained distribution directly, may favor imposters over the true model:
Likelihood score obtained from the trained distribution directly, favors the true model over imposter models:
Likelihood score produced by the bounded integral is still high for the true model, but imposters may not be penalized: mask segment to the accuracy of its reliability decisions compared to the oracle mask segment. This hypothesis is summarized as follows:
Hypothesis 1. The oracle mask produces both a large maximal likelihood score, and a large di®erence between this maximal likelihood and likelihoods of the nearest competitor models (given a su±cient number of observations). The correction of all errors within an estimated mask should thus increase the maximal likelihood value (L max ), and increase the maximal-to-competitor model likelihood distance (L max À E½D comp ).
Based on this hypothesis the normalized segment likelihood distance (NSLD) is de¯ned to quantify the mask likelihood con¯dence, and consequently the quality of segment M:
Evaluations of the NSLD in previous work have demonstrated the validity of the mask likelihood con¯dence hypothesis for binary error detection in both arti¯cially distorted and practically estimated masks, 31 where it was shown that signi¯cantly lower NSLD values were observed compared to the true oracle mask over a range of SNR values in white noise.
Iterative Group Selection Re¯nement
This section proposes a system to enhance the robustness of missing data speaker recognition via the enhancement of estimated TF masks using iterative group selection. Given an initial TF reliability mask estimate, the re¯nement of each mask segment proceeds by the iterative selection of TF points which are potentially errors where the probability of selection is determined by sparsity and energy criteria. Using the normalized likelihood distance (Sec. 3) as a measure of mask quality, the removal of groups of TF points is performed probabilistically resulting in the elimination of inclusion errors from the initial bottom-up mask (see Fig. 2 ).
Initial TF mask estimation
The group selection algorithm requires an initial estimated TF reliability mask on which re¯nement can take place. If a priori noise knowledge is available then the ideal oracle mask can be constructed according to the 0 dB criterion:
where x s tf and x n tf are the clean speech and noise spectral energies, respectively. Since a priori noise knowledge is not available in practice spectral subtraction masking is also considered in this implementation. For estimated clean speech and noise spectral energies 24 " x s tf and " x n tf , components of the binary spectral subtraction mask are given 
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where is the energy threshold in dB.
Group selection using sparsity and energy criteria
Consider an observation segment X with corresponding binary mask segment M as de¯ned in Sec. 3. The¯rst step of the re¯nement process is the selection of a set of candidate inclusion error points which are to be removed from the segment. Only inclusion errors within the binary estimated mask segment are considered, and this is motivated by the desire to constrain the search space traversed by the algorithm while still removing the most severe mask errors. Selection of a group of G points is performed via stochastic random sampling (SRS) with no replacement (the roulette method). Although other selection techniques such as stochastic universal sampling (SUS) have simpler time complexity, the computation required for group selection is negligible compared to objective function evaluation and so SRS is chosen due to simplicity of implementation.
1,7 The probability of selection for each individual point within the mask is determined by the use of two criteria. Sparsity is the primary selection measure, which is based on the property that included TF points in isolated regions of the mask space are more likely to be truly unreliable compared to an included point within a cluster. The sparsity of each TF point in the mask segment is calculated by considering the mask value of neighboring points, each of whose sparsity weight contribution is determined by a neighborhood map B. In this implementation a 5 Â 5 diamond shaped map is used with points directly adjacent to the reference point having a higher contribution than points which are further away (see Fig. 3 ).
Sparsity weights are calculated as the reciprocal of the contribution of the neighboring points divided by the total number of points which contribute:
where n L ¼ maxð1; t À 2Þ, n H ¼ minðK; t þ 2Þ, q L ¼ maxð1; f À 2Þ and q H ¼ minðD; f þ 2Þ de¯ne the ranges of the time and frequency indices n and q for the neighborhood points within the mask segment, and k ¼ n À ðt À 2Þ þ 1 and l ¼ q À ðf À 2Þ þ 1 are the relative indices used to obtain the contribution of a neighborhood point from the map B. For included mask points with few included neighboring points, a low neighborhood contribution value is produced and this results in a high sparsity weight.
In the presence of block inclusion error corruption sparsity alone is not su±cient to give an accurate indication of the likely inclusion errors. Therefore frequency reliability is also used, where average reliability decision values in each channel are used to predict potential inclusion errors. For a global estimated SNR value snr, the reliability vector r snr is computed by averaging the reliability decisions over all frames of oracle masks from a validation set:
where V is the number of validation masks, K i is the length of the ith validation mask, and r snr ðfÞ 2 ½0; 1, with values of 1.0 and 0.0 indicating that the observed oracle mask decisions for points in channel f were completely reliable and completely unreliable, respectively. The frequency reliability selection weight for time-frequency point ðt; fÞ is given by
where constant FR 2 ð0; 1 is chosen empirically. The total selection weight for a given TF point is de¯ned as:
wðt; fÞ ¼ w sp ðt; fÞ Â w FR snr ðfÞ; where the map indices k and l and the neighborhood bounds n L , n H , q L and q H are calculated as in (18).
Normalized likelihood distance mask quality
Following group selection, the set of candidate inclusion error points are removed from the mask segment M to produce mask segment " M. Normalized likelihood distances are used to evaluate the quality of the new mask segment " M compared to current segment M. The quality function for mask segment M of observation segment X is thus given by
where L max ðX j MÞ and D comp ðX j MÞ are the maximal segment likelihood value and the distribution of competitor likelihoods respectively as de¯ned in Sec. 3. Since modi¯cation is constrained to the removal of inclusion errors from the initial segment, the global maximum NSLD value over all possible masks within the search space should be produced by the mask segment which removes all unreliable inclusions and thus approximates the oracle segment.
Probabilistic replacement decisions
The re¯nement of a bottom-up reliability mask segment proceeds via iterative application of the group selection removal and NSLD evaluation steps (see Algorithm 1) . Following the calculation of the NSLD for the re¯ned segment " M, the replacement procedure is as follows:
. If OðX ; " MÞ ! OðX ; MÞ then the removal of the candidate unreliable points has increased the mask quality, and thus the current mask is replaced by the re¯ned mask (set M ¼ " M). . Otherwise, if OðX ; " MÞ < OðX ; MÞ then the mask quality has decreased as a result of the removal, and the re¯ned mask is accepted with a probability pðtÞ given
where t is the current iteration of I total iterations, and J > 0 is the time scale controlling the speed with which the acceptance probability approaches 0 with increasing t.
Initially, the algorithm accepts the removal of truly unreliable points which decrease the NSLD from the local optimum corresponding to the corrupted input segment, and ensures that mask modi¯cations in latter iterations increase the NSLD towards its global optimum value. 
Evaluation
Experimental setup
Experiments were performed on the TIMIT database 15 to examine the performance of the group selection speaker identi¯cation system. The ideal nature of the TIMIT speech makes the database an appropriate choice for robustness experimentation since the exact amount of desired distortion can be added arti¯cially. For all speakers sentences were pre-processed to remove silence, and then segmented into 3 s utterances with segments from the SI and SX sentences used for model training and segments from the SA sentences used for testing. Log-spectral feature vectors were used based on a 48-channel mel-¯lterbank which operates on 25 ms Hamming windowed frames with a 10 ms frame step. HTK 46 was used to construct 4-mixture full covariance GMMs to model each speaker. The test utterances were corrupted with additive white noise from the NOISEX database. 43 Ideal oracle and estimated spectral subtraction TF reliability masks were used in the evaluation. Oracle masks as de¯ned in (16) were subject to random inclusion error corruption such that each noise dominated spectral component was included in the mask with a probability P inc , and to random deletion error corruption such that each speech dominated spectral component was removed from the mask with a probability P del . Spectral subtraction as de¯ned in (17) was also used to demonstrate performance for practical mask corruption, where the SNR threshold was varied between À3 dB, 0 dB and 3 dB and results also presented for nonstationary factory noise.
Baseline missing data experimentation
The performance of a baseline missing data system was¯rst examined to verify the e®ect of reliability mask errors on the recognition rate. To achieve this 32 TIMIT speakers were chosen by a random selection of four individuals from each of the eight dialect regions. Identi¯cation rates were recorded for inclusion and deletion probabilities of P inc 2 f0:0; 0:1; . . . ; 1:0g and P del 2 f0:0; 0:1; . . . ; 0:9g, respectively (see Fig. 4 ). Random mask corruption produced a decrease in identi¯cation rate as the probability of inclusion or deletion error increased. For a given error probability value inclusion corruption produced the most dramatic decrease in recognition performance, particularly in the 10 dB and 0 dB cases. Identi¯cation rates remained largely constant for increasing reliable deletion probability until a threshold value was reached, and a sharp degradation was observed beyond this point. This agrees with past research which demonstrates the robustness of marginalization-based missing data to random deletion errors for speech recognition tasks. 12 Spectral subtraction reliability masking produced recognition rates signi¯cantly lower than those of oracle masking, with the best performance obtained using a threshold of ¼ 3 dB (Fig. 4(c), lower curves) . The removal of inclusion errors in the spectral subtraction masks was achieved by the component wise multiplication of this mask with the oracle mask:
Using these inclusion error free masks increased the recognition rate to within 2% of the oracle value for the 20 dB and 10 dB cases. However in the 0 dB case the difference is larger due to the fewer number of truly reliable TF points which increases the e®ect of the deletion errors in the mask (Fig. 4(c) , upper curves).
Combined system experimentation
To test the correction of random errors in the initial TF mask oracle masks were subject to random inclusion error corruption with speech dominated component inclusion probability P inc 2 f0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5g. Performance was also examined for the use of spectral subtraction mask estimation with ¼ 0 dB.
Reliability vector values r snr ðfÞ were calculated using oracle masks from a set of 10 validation utterances at SNRs within the same 20 dB to À5 dB range as the test speech. Perfect global SNR estimates were used to produce w FR snr , with FR ¼ 0:25 based on separate validation experiments. The NSLD quality measure was calculated with parameters of K ¼ 50, N ¼ 5, and group selection re¯nement was performed with the total number of iterations set to I ¼ 100. Extensive evaluations over a range of values were carried out to show that segment sizes of at least K ¼ 50, consideration of no more than N ¼ 5 competitor speaker models, and I ¼ 100 iterations would be su±cient. The recognition performance of the proposed system was compared to that of a standard bottom-up only missing data system (i.e no top-down mask re¯nement), and also to a missing data system which uses a 5 Â 5 plus'-shaped median¯lter 25 to re¯ne the initial bottom-up masks. Tuning experiments were¯rst performed to¯nd suitable group size and time scale parameters for each bottom-up mask type. For group sizes of G 2 f15; 20; 25; 30g and time scales of J 2 f6; 9; 12; 15; 18; 21g, recognition rates were produced on a set of 10 validation utterances. The parameters producing the highest recognition rate on this validation set were noted for each mask type and noise condition.
It is observed that for a given SNR condition the product of the optimal G and J parameters increases for increasing inclusion error corruption in°icted on the oracle mask (see Table 1 ). This is due to the relationship between the amount of inclusion errors in the initial mask segment, and the number of selections required to remove su±cient mask points such that the NSLD moves away from its initial local optimum and towards the global optimum of the inclusion error free segment. For an accurately estimated mask the number of errors which must be removed from the initial mask segment in order to move away from the local quality function optimum is small. This is re°ected in the choice of algorithm parameters such that the acceptance probability for solutions decreasing the quality function rapidly drops for increasing iterations. For poorly estimated masks a larger number of inclusion errors must be removed from the initial segment to escape the local NSLD optimum, and thus larger G and J parameters are chosen such that the acceptance probability remains high for longer.
Using the G and J parameters obtained during tuning, speaker identi¯cation experiments were performed for each noise condition and mask type (see Fig. 5 ). For inclusion error corrupted oracle masking, the use of the group selection enhancement method produced an improvement of up to 65% over the bottom-up only missing data baseline. In comparison to median¯ltering re¯nement, iterative group selection produces higher recognition rates in all SNR conditions over all inclusion corruption probabilities. For a low corruption probability the performance di®erence between the median¯ltering and iterative group selection strategies remains within 7% at SNRs above À5 dB (see Fig. 5(a) ). However, when a more severely corrupted initial mask is used iterative group selection re¯nement provides up to 57% improvement over median¯ltering which approximates the performance of the bottom-up only Identi¯cation performance for oracle missing data masks with random cell inclusion corruption of probability P inc (a)À(d) in white noise, and spectral subtraction (SS) estimated masks (e) and (f), in white and factory noise, respectively. Results are shown for the bottom-up only system using the ideal a priori masks (Oracle Mask), for combined systems using iterative group selection and median¯ltering re¯nement of the corrupted mask (Iterative GS, Median Filtering) and also for the standard bottom-up only system using the initial mask (Corrupted Mask/SS Mask). missing data baseline (see Fig. 5(d) ). This illustrates the bene¯t of a recognizer feedback-based decision process to modify the mask segments compared to median ltering which blindly replaces each point by the median of the neighborhood values. Using spectral subtraction mask estimation the iterative group selection system produced an improvement of up to 32% over the use of only the bottom-up mask, and up to 21% improvement over median¯ltering-based re¯nement in white noise (see Fig. 5(e) ). For nonstationary factory distortion, the initial subtraction mask estimate is particularly poor, with block error mask corruption often occurring for whole timefrequency regions containing`impulse' noise. In this case, due to the less e®ective sparsity measure, the group selection algorithm produces lower maximum improvements of 17:19% and 10:93% over the baseline and median¯ltering strategies respectively (see Fig. 5(f) ).
We note that a 0 dB spectral subtraction threshold has been used here for mask estimation. For broadband white noise, increasing this threshold may remove inclusion errors (but increase the risk of deletion errors) in the initial mask estimate resulting in performance improvements for the conventional bottom-up system but relatively less so for the proposed iterative group selection system. However, for nonstationary factory noise increasing the spectral subtraction threshold has less e®ect on identi¯cation performance, and thus the improvement obtained by the proposed method over the conventional bottom-up system is expected to remain large.
The improvements obtained by both the group selection and the median¯ltering re¯nement strategies over the baseline are reduced for spectral subtraction masks, compared to corrupted oracle masks. This is due to the decreased e®ectiveness of TF neighborhood information for choosing candidate inclusion error points for block inclusion corruption compared to random corruption. In this case, while the iterative group selection method outperforms median¯ltering in high SNRs, at lower SNRs the increased e®ect of deletion errors (which the proposed approach cannot correct) reduces the improvement obtained.
From Fig. 5 , in high SNRs and random inclusion errors the proposed iterative group selection system produced identi¯cation rates exceeding (or on par) with that of the oracle mask. Although the oracle mask is considered ideal, in the sense that the mask has perfect estimates of the reliable and unreliable regions, based on SNR thresholding of known speech and noise conditions, this is not strictly the same as stating these masks are upper bounds on the identi¯cation rate. For practical cases this is generally true, but in high SNR conditions (as evidenced by Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) especially) this is not necessarily the case.
Discussion
The results of the evaluation demonstrate the ability of the top-down iterative group selection method to re¯ne estimated bottom-up reliability masks for speaker identication. For corrupted oracle masks and practical spectral subtraction masks a signi¯cant performance improvement is obtained by applying top-down re¯nement compared to the use of only the initial bottom-up mask. Furthermore, for both masking types iterative group selection enhancement shows considerable improvement over median¯ltering-based mask post-processing, particularly in the case of poor initial mask estimates with large amounts of inclusion error corruption (see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)). This demonstrates the successful use of marginal frame likelihoods (via the NSLD) to remove errors within an initial TF reliability mask estimate. The major motivation for using group selection-based top-down processing is e±ciency. Here robustness is provided using global missing data reliability decisions which avoids the calculation of model speci¯c reliable feature subsets, and group selection deletion provides a fast method for the removal of inclusion errors within a corrupted mask segment. However, the approach does have several drawbacks which should be noted. First, the quality of the re¯nement produced by the proposed algorithm is somewhat dependent on the accuracy with which erroneous points are identi¯ed during group selection. A sparsity-based measure is used to perform the selection in this implementation, and this is e®ective for re¯ning masks where random inclusion errors are the dominant type of corruption. This sparsity measure is, by contrast, much less e®ective at removing block inclusion corruption which may occur in practically estimated masks. In addition, this implementation of the iterative group selection method only attempts to correct inclusion errors, and the performance improvement is thus limited for initial masks with a large number of deletions.
Second, the approach is dependent on the choice of algorithm parameters used to perform the mask re¯nement. The group size and time scale determine the number of candidate inclusion errors which are removed from a corrupted mask segment to decrease the NSLD from a local maximum, allowing re¯nement to proceed towards a segment with global maximum NSLD. The exact number of points which must be removed for this to occur will depend on the noise condition of evaluation and on the bottom-up mask estimation strategy which assigns the reliability decisions. In this implementation the group size and time scale parameters were tuned based on a validation set, and these values were held constant for the re¯nement of all utterances in the identi¯cation test set. However, due to the potentially varying speech energy contents of segments from di®erent utterances, the adjustment of the group size and time scale parameters for the processing of each individual segment should produce even better performance.
Finally, it should be noted that, given the validity of using NSLD-based methods to enhance TF reliability masks, there exists a trade-o® between the e±ciency and the accuracy with which this re¯nement is performed. The group selection approach is designed to rapidly traverse the mask search space by exploiting knowledge about which TF points are likely to be inclusion errors. Compared to this method, other techniques which perform a more vigorous examination of the mask search space will possibly achieve a better re¯nement of the mask segment at the expense of a much larger computation time due to the necessity of calculating segment likelihood scores for each solution considered.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed the combination of bottom-up mask estimation and top-down enhancement for robust missing data recognition. A novel iterative group selection-based method was introduced which utilizes normalized likelihood distances in order to re¯ne initial bottom-up mask estimates independent of a priori noise knowledge. Sparsity and energy criteria are employed to identify potential inclusion errors in the bottom-up mask, and a probabilistic mask quality-based decision process is applied iteratively to remove these errors and thus produce a mask which resembles the oracle mask.
Experimental evaluation was performed on the combined bottom-up top-down system for the task of closed-set text-independent speaker identi¯cation. The results showed that combining bottom-up mask estimation and top-down group selection enhancement produced large improvements over the use of a standard bottom-up only missing data system. The results also demonstrated the ability of the proposed group selection approach to signi¯cantly outperform a bottom-up top-down combination using median¯ltering re¯nement, and this illustrates the bene¯t of top-down mask enhancement based on marginal frame likelihoods output from the recognizer.
Improving the group selection algorithm is a promising avenue for future work. The algorithm's dependence on the tuning of the group size and time scale parameters may be reduced by the implementation of a dynamic adaptation technique to automatically adjust these parameters based on the properties of the mask segment being processed. To produce re¯ned masks which more closely resemble the oracle mask optimization methods such as genetic or evolutionary algorithms 16 may be suitable. While these techniques have less dependency on parameter tuning and make fewer assumptions about errors in the initial mask, achieving computational speeds comparable to the group selection approach may be di±cult.
Finally, although the top-down approach for missing data mask re¯nement is presented here as a solution for robust speaker recognition, the generality of the approach extends to any application involving estimation of reliable time-frequency or other image-based masks for recognition. Conceptually, it is also possible to extend the method to handle robust speech recognition. To achieve this the segmentation of the reliability mask must agree with the word boundaries within the corresponding speech utterance being processed. This is to ensure that speech within each individual observation segment corresponds to only one trained HMM; a condition which is necessary for the NSLD criterion and implicitly satis¯ed in speaker recognition tasks. For the accurate identi¯cation of the word boundaries in noisy speech methods proposed in past work 21, 26 may be used.
